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Measurement of the 2S atomic hydrogen hyperfine interval

N. E. Rothery and E. A. Hessels
York University, 4700 Keele Street, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M3J 1P3

~Received 28 October 1999; published 1 March 2000!

The n52S metastable-state hyperfine interval in atomic hydrogen has been measured to a precision
of 160 ppb by driving the magnetic-dipole radio-frequency transition in a thermal beam. The 2S
hyperfine interval is found to be 177 556 785629 Hz which is the most precise measurement of this inter-
val.

PACS number~s!: 32.10.Fn, 32.30.Bv
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One of the most precisely measured quantities in phy
is the hyperfine structure of the ground state of atomic
drogen@1#, which is known to one part in 1014. This mea-
surement poses a strong test of theory in the simple o
electron system. However, theory@2# in this system is
limited to a precision of one part per million due to th
uncertainty in the structure of the proton.

In the present work we measure the 2S1/2F51mF50 to
2S1/2F50mF50 hyperfine interval of atomic hydrogen. Th
only previous measurement of the 2S hyperfine interval was
done in 1956 by Heberle, Reich, and Kusch@3#, who mea-
sured the interval to be 177 556 860650 Hz. The presen
measurement has achieved a precision of 160 ppb wi
measured 2S hyperfine interval of 177 556 785629 Hz. This
measurement represents the most precise measurement
2S hyperfine interval to date.

The hyperfine intervals depend on both proton struct
and quantum electrodynamic effects. By taking a linear co
bination of the very precisely measured 1S and 2S hyperfine
intervals, it may be possible to remove proton structure
fects allowing for a test of purely quantum-electrodynam
contributions.

The 2S hyperfine interval in atomic hydrogen is measur
using an atomic beam apparatus shown schematically in
1. A thermal beam of atomic hydrogen is created by allow
a small flow of molecular hydrogen to pass though a pa
dium leak valve into a rf dissociation region@4,5# which
consists of an air-cooled Pyrex tube surrounded by a
buildup cavity. The cavity@6# is driven with 50 W of 47-
MHz rf radiation, and, with 1 Torr of hydrogen in the Pyre
discharge tube, a plasma is created that dissociates hydr
molecules with an efficiency of 90%. The hydrogen ato
thus produced are allowed to flow through a short Tefl
tube to the electron bombardment region@7#. In this region
the beam of atomic hydrogen crosses a beam of 11-eV e
trons at an angle of intersection of 110°~See Fig. 1!.

The electron beam is prepared by heating a thoria
tungsten filament. The electrons are accelerated throug
grid ~which is biased by 11 V relative to the filament! toward
the atomic hydrogen beam. A magnetic field of 575 G he
to collimate the 10-mA electron beam. Collisions betwe
the electrons and the hydrogen atoms produce excited s
of atomic hydrogen including 2S1/2 metastable states. A
thermal speeds, only the long-lived~0.12 s! 2S1/2 state sur-
vives for the average 40-ms time that it takes for the atom
travel to the next part of the experiment. The electron co
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sions deflect the excited hydrogen atoms by approxima
20°. The 575-G field mixes the 2S1/2F50mF50 and F
51mF521 states with short-lived~1.6 ns! 2P1/2 states@3#.
This mixing causes the population in these two states to
cay quickly to the ground state, and thus the 2S1/2 atoms
which exit the electron bombardment region are primarily
the 2S1/2F51mF50 and 2S1/2F51mF511 states.

After the electron bombardment region, the 2S1/2 atoms
enter the main rf interaction region. This region is compos
of a 98-cm-long transmission line which transmits 177-MH
radio waves. It is a 50-V transmission line constructed out o
WR430 (4.3032.15 in.) copper waveguide with a 1.125-in
outer-diameter round inner conductor. The region is en
neered to have very low rf reflections (uGu,0.03). It is the rf
magnetic field of these waves which is used to transfer po
lation from the 2S1/2F51mF50 state to the previously emp
tied 2S1/2F50mF50 state. The frequency of the radi
waves is scanned in a systematic fashion over the hype
resonance in order to determine the center of the resona
A dc magnetic field of 22, 34, 53, 83, or 119 mG is appli
in the main rf region to ensure that only themF50 to mF
50 transition is driven.

When the metastable atoms exit the main rf region th
enter another rf region in which 40-mW 900-MHz rad
waves are used to transfer newly created 2S1/2F50mF50
atoms to the short-lived 2P1/2F51mF50 state, thus effec-
tively removing the 2S1/2F50mF50 population. The re-
maining metastable atoms move into a large-solid-an
Lyman-a detector@8#. Inside the detector, an electric field o
about 2 V/cm is applied, which is sufficient to mix the 2S1/2
states with 2P1/2 states. The 2-V/cm field causes 2S1/2 atoms
in the detector to quickly decay to the ground state by em
ting a Lyman-a photon at 121 nm. The 121-nm photon
detected upon entering a NO detector, where it ionizes a
molecule with 80% efficiency. The resulting electrons a
collected and preamplified, and the resulting signal sent

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus.
tails of the experiment are described in the text.
©2000 The American Physical Society01-1
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lock-in amplifier. The lock-in amplifier detects the sign
synchronous with 100% amplitude modulation of the ra
waves sent to the main rf interaction region.

When the radio waves are off resonance, both 2S1/2F
51mF51 and 2S1/2F50mF50 atoms arrive at the detec
tor, whereas, when the radio waves are on resonance,
the atoms originally in the 2S1/2F51mF511 state are de-
tected. From the lock-in amplifier output signal versus a
plied rf frequency one obtains a scan of the line shape of
2S1/2F51mF50 to 2S1/2F50mF50 resonance~see Fig. 2!.
Many such scans are taken~approximately 1000 h of data!
while varying a variety of experimental parameters, and th
are used to determine the 2S hyperfine interval to very high
precision.

The largest systematic shift in the 2S hyperfine interval is
due to the Doppler shift. Thermal metastable atoms mov
velocities of approximately 2600 m/s, and the radio wav
used to excite them are traveling either copropagating or
tipropagating with the atoms. The resulting Doppler sh
(DnD5bn) is 11.5 and21.5 kHz for the two propagation
directions. Throughout this experiment, copropagating
antipropagating data are always taken in succession, wit
other experimental parameters remaining fixed.

From time-dependent perturbation theory, the expec
lineshape for an atom spending a timet in the rf field is

S~y!54V2S sin~pDt!

D D 2

, ~1!

whereD5n2nO8 andnO8 5nO6bn. Heren is the frequency
of the applied radio waves,nO is the center of the hyperfin
interval,b5v/c, v is the speed of the metastable hydrog
atoms,t5L/v is the length of time the atoms spend in t
L598 cm main rf interaction region,V5mBB/2h, mB is the
Bohr magneton, andB is the amplitude of the rf magneti
field.

The speed distribution of thermal atoms moving out o
small hole is@9#

P~y!}U3e2u2
, ~2!

FIG. 2. Average of data taken with an applied dc magnetic fi
of 53 mG. The bottom curve represents the data taken with th
propagating in the same direction as the atoms. The top curve
resents data taken with the rf propagating in the opposite direc
from the atomic beam. The error bars shown represent one stan
deviation uncertainties.
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whereU5v/aT , aT5(2kT/M )1/2, k is the Boltzman con-
stant,T is the temperature of the atoms, andM is the atomic
mass.

Our best estimate of the speed distribution actually fou
in our atomic beam and contributing to our resonance is
distribution of Eq.~2!, with a speed cutoff which exclude
atoms under a certain speed (vmin). These slow-moving at-
oms are deflected by too large an angle by the electron
lisions, and thus are not directed down our beam line. Slo
atoms also spend too much time in the fields present in
electron-bombardment region, and thus tend to mix with
2P state and decay down to the 1S state. A third reason for
excluding slow-speed atoms is that these atoms tend to d
down to the ground state too early in the detection regi
causing a lower efficiency for detecting the Lyman-a photon.

The expected line shape is obtained by integrating Eq.~1!
over the expected speed distribution in the metastable be

S~y!5E
vmin

`

CU3e2u2
4V2S sin~pDt!

D D 2

dn1D. ~3!

Figure 2 shows data fit to this line shape. In this fit, t
heightC, the offsetD, the centerno , the cutoffvmin , andaT
are all floated.

As expected, the offset parameterD is consistent with
zero for all fits. Thevmin values are near 2000 m/s, indicatin
that the lowest 15% of the thermal-beam speed distribu
does not contribute to the resonance. If, in addition, we fl
L ~the length of the main rf interaction region!, the fit param-
eters are consistent with the 98-cm physical length of
main rf interaction region, except for the case of the 34-m
data. The 34-mG data are taken with a very nonunifo
magnetic field, and the 7061-cm length returned by the fi
corresponds approximately to the distance over which
magnetic field is uniform in the vertical direction. Only
small portion of the data is taken at this magnetic field. T
aT values are near 2600 m/s, corresponding to a tempera
of 410 K, which is consistent with that expected in the2
discharge based on previous studies@5#.

The effect of the Doppler shift and the velocity distrib
tion is to shift the resonance and to make it asymmetric. D
taken with the two different rf propagation directions ha
opposite shifts and asymmetries~as shown in Fig. 2!. The
first-order Doppler shift exactly cancels when the average
the two centers is taken. This average center is also foun
be very independent of the line shape used for the fitti
with line shapes as poor as symmetric Lorentzians giv
almost identical average centers.

A small portion of the rf field reflects from the ends of th
rf region. Thus, when the main rf field is copropagating w
respect to the atoms, a small reflected rf field is antipro
gating with respect to the atoms. The effect of the antipro
gating reflected wave has been modeled@10# using time-
dependent perturbation theory, and is found to lead to a s
of less than 11 Hz. By physically reversing the orientation
the rf region, the sign of this shift changes. We see a diff
ence of 28.2616.3 Hz for the two orientations of the r
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 044501
region, verifying that this effect is small. The average cen
for these two orientations is completely free of this reflect
effect.

In a magnetic field, the 2S1/2F51mF50 to 2S1/2F
50mF50 interval shifts quadratically at a rate@3# of 22.184
kHz/G2, and the 2S1/2F51mF561 states shift linearly at a
rate@3# of 1.3991 MHz/G. The measurement is done in ma
netic fields which are small enough to make a precise m
surement of the 2S1/2F51mF50 to 2S1/2F50mF50 inter-
val but large enough to shift the 2S1/2F51mF561 to
2S1/2F50mF50 resonances well away from the resonan
to be measured. The magnetic fields used are 22, 34, 53
and 119 mG in the vertical direction~this is the same direc
tion as the 177.557-MHz rf magnetic field that drives t
transition!. It is advantageous to have little or no field
perpendicular directions so thatuDmFu51 transitions are no
allowed, and thus off-vertical components are typically le
than 10 mG. The magnetic fields are measured using a fl
gate magnetometer and a Gauss meter@11#.

Table I shows the centers~averages of both directions o
rf propagation and of both orientations of the rf region! for
each of the five fields. When these centers are corrected
the expected quadratic shifts, they show excellent agreem

Data are also taken at different background vacuum p
sures. Typically the experiment is performed at pressu
near 631027 Torr, whereas on four occasions data are c
lected at approximately 2531027 Torr. Centers obtained a
the high pressure are shifted by278660 Hz with respect to
the lower-pressure data. Assuming that there is a linear p
sure shift, this would lead to a shift of 20615 Hz at our
pressure of 631027 Torr. Even though this does not give
strong indication of a pressure shift and even though we
not expect a pressure shift, we have included an uncerta
of 20 Hz due to pressure shift in Table I.

TABLE I. Summary of fit centers, systematic corrections, a
final results. Column 1 shows the dc magnetic field present in
main rf interaction region. Column 2 lists the average fit centers
each magnetic field. Column 3 shows the shift due to the dc m
netic field. Column 4 lists the fit centers corrected for the
magnetic-field shift. The weighted average of these corrected
ters is listed, which when combined with systematic uncertain
gives the final measured value.

RMS
uBu
~mG!

Fit
center
~Hz!

B
shift
~Hz!

Corrected
center
~Hz!

22 177 556 822697 1062 177 556 811697
34 177 556 814615 2664 177 556 788615
53 177 556 84068 6369 177 556 778613
83 177 556 975625 154623 177 556 821634

119 177 557 082617 313647 177 556 770650

Weighted average: 177 556 78569
dc Stark shift: 0610
Pressure shift: 0620

Power shift: 0616

Final measured value: 177 556 785629
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Data are also collected over a range of rf powers a
check for power shifts of the hyperfine interval. Most of o
data are taken at 124 mW, but some are taken at 44, 75,
182 mW. No shift versus power is expected, and the l
centers obtained at these rf powers limits the possible lin
power shift at 124 mW to 16 Hz, and this uncertainty
included in Table I.

The presence of dc electric fields also shift the resona
center. The shift rate is@3# 2(0.88E210.23Ez

2) kHz/
~V/cm!2, whereE is the magnitude of the electric field, an
Ez is the vertical component of the electric field. To che
for the presence of stray electric fields in the main rf reg
~due, for instance, to contact potentials or charging of s
faces!, vertical electric fields ranging from11 to 21 V/cm
are added in this region by applying a voltage to the in
conductor of the region. This applied field quenches
metastable population by mixing 2S states with the short-
lived 2P states. The quenching rate is found to be quadr
with applied electric field, and the fact that positive a
negative applied fields give nearly the same quenching
implies that the vertical component of the stray field is sm
(Ez,0.018 V/cm). A field of this size produces a shift o
only 0.4 Hz. If the other components of the stray field a
similarly small, the net shift on the resonance is negligib
Since it is unlikely that the other components would be mu
larger, we estimate that the net field isE,0.09 V/cm, and
thus the shift is less than 10 Hz, as shown in Table I.

The MG3602A Anritsu signal generator used in this e
periment receives its time base from a Stelar model 10
10-MHz reference signal that is locked to the Global Po
tioning System and has a frequency stability of appro
mately 1310211, leading to a negligible uncertainty in th
measurement.

Overlap of other atomic resonances leads to neglig
shifts of the resonance. The 2S1/2F51mF561 to 2S1/2F
50mF50 resonances are small~because the rf magneti
field is polarized in the vertical direction! and are far away
~30–150 kHz away!. The 2S-to-2P transitions are 1 and 10
GHz away. Possible contributions from longer-lived Ry
berg states will be greatly reduced by the fact that theL’s of
high-n Rydberg states mix with thenP states in very small
fields, and thus will be quenched in the electron bomba
ment region.

Table I gives the final measured value for the interv
177 556 785629 Hz, which is a 160-ppb measurement of t
2S hyperfine interval. The 29-Hz final uncertainty is a part
one hundred of the resonance linewidth. Given the care
studies of the systematic effects, and the present signa
noise ratio, splitting the line to a part in 100 is appropria
To obtain a better measure of the line center, a better sig
to-noise ratio will be necessary.

The 2S hyperfine interval was first measured in Ref.@3#
in 1956 to a precision of 280 ppb. These authors determi
the interval to be 177 556 860650 Hz, and this has remaine
the only measurement of the metastable hyperfine inte
until the present work. Their measurement differs from o
by 75658 Hz, indicating a modest disagreement between
two measurements.
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BRIEF REPORTS PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 044501
The majority of contributions to the hyperfine structure
hydrogen scale asn23; however, there are a number of th
oretical contributions that do not scale asn23. To isolate
non-n23 terms, the differenceD2158n22n1 is used, where
n1 is the frequency of the 1S hyperfine interval andn2 is the
frequency of the 2S hyperfine interval. The 1S interval was
most recently measured by Essenet al. @1# to be
1 420 405 751.766760.0001 Hz, thus giving an experimen
tally determined value ofD21548 5286232 Hz. The uncer-
tainty in D21 is entirely limited by the precision of the
present 2S hyperfine measurement.

The three major theoretical@12# contributions toD21 are
the Breit correction, the radiative corrections, and
nuclear-recoil correction. Fortunately, it was recently sho
by Karshenboim@2# that nuclear structure-dependent corre
tions shift the differenceD21 by 1029 kHz. The theoretical
prediction for D21 from Karshenboim @2# is 48 942.66
60.01 Hz. The difference between the experimental and
tt
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oretical determinations ofD21 is 24146232 Hz, which in-
dicates a 1.8-standard-deviation discrepancy between th
and experiment. This discrepancy represents 0.8% ofD21.

In summary, the 2S1/2F51mF50 to 2S1/2F50mF50
interval in atomic hydrogen has been measured to
177 556 785 Hz, with a one-standard-deviation uncertainty
629 Hz. This 160-ppb measurement is the most prec
measurement of the 2S hyperfine interval to date. The mea
surement indicates that there may be additional theore
contributions toD21 that have yet to be calculated.
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